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INTERSECTION
Roundabouts on life’s journey
Carol Mullet
Traveling through life’s many junctures requires making
choices, whether pondering important decisions or
driving a car. Piloting a vehicle through a standard fourway intersection may seem simple, but navigating a
complex junction involving many converging roads in a
city can feel daunting. Traffic signals or stop signs may
be the most common ways to control traffic. But around
the world, and increasingly here (think Carmel), traffic
circles or roundabouts create a different way of
progressing through an intersection. Why stop and wait
at a light when there is no other vehicle in sight? Slow
down, but keep moving unless there is a reason to yield
to oncoming traffic. These circles are touted as a way to
save gas, decrease pollution and reduce deaths or serious
injuries common in high-speed crashes.
On our recent trip to England and Ireland, Wade and I
came to see these ubiquitous roundabouts as something
of an allegorical figure for moving through life. (And the
perils we encountered reminded me of Dante’s circles of
Purgatory!) Many of the requirements for selecting and
then experiencing a positive adventure to unknown
locales can be similar to setting life goals and then
figuring a way to get there through all of the intersecting
routes along the way.
Choose a goal, but stay flexible. This is critical to success,
whether deciding options for life planning or picking a
travel itinerary. Without a destination, how would we
determine a route, and what kind of road to select? Did
we want to travel on a major highway, zipping along
with the crowd, or should we venture down a narrow
pathway crowded by hedgerows, rock walls, roaming
sheep, or an unexpected bus? We did some of each, but
threading the winding routes brought us to castle ruins,
an ancient lighthouse, old thatched cottages, and almostforgotten country churches, still bringing peace and
wonder when we sat quietly on the ancient wooden
pews.
In the many years of our marriage, when traveling, we
quip that it is my job to read the maps and figure out
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where we are. As the driver, Wade is responsible for
watching traffic and keeping us alive! Both can be
difficult. On country roads, the roundabouts are often
marked only by arrows pointing to the nearest towns. If I
was unsure of the next village, Wade could keep circling
until I guessed at the best exit! Sometimes the key to a
good day was enjoying the detours, marveling at the
beauty and history around us, and asking for directions.
On this trip, we had a new source of help. Speaking with
a distinctly British accent, our verbal GPS guide (dubbed
Belinda) would politely request, “Please take the second
exit at the roundabout. Please exit now.” When we
missed a road or turned the wrong way, she sounded
unperturbed in her suggestion to correct our error. Oh,
that I would have the patience of Belinda! With a
Continued on page 10
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Dean Habegger spends 30+ hours a week
at his day job and tries to fit in his passion
for art as he can. “[I am] definitely looking
forward to ‘retirement’ so I can really get to
work creatively. For me, an intersection of
note is quite literally where two roads
intersect: I-65 and I-70 in Indianapolis.
Known as ‘the spaghetti bowl,’ this
intersection, with its dangerous twists and
turns, is a perfect metaphor for the life of
an artist, especially when you throw in the
need to navigate the demands of a day job
while trying to pursue serious art making.”
Dean’s artwork is on pages 1 and 2.
Dan Hess spends a lot of his time with his
eyes wide open. “Intersection? Oh, I like 465
at 74 on the southeast because of the ramp
to Cincinnati that rises up to soar above 465
and other ramps. It’s a challenge to keep my
eyes directed in front of me.” Dan’s prose
and photography are on pages 3 and 7.
Martha Yoder Maust builds intersections in
her downtown home. She and her family
have hosted students enrolled in local
universities, MCC trainees, international
exchange participants and many others.
She attends Shalom Mennonite Church.
Her poetry can be found on pages 5 and 10.
Carol Mullet’s biography is on page 10, and her photography can
be found on pages 4, 5 and 10.

Editor’s Note
On my drive to FMC, I pass Sycamore School.
According to their website, it’s a private school for
gifted children pre-K through 8 and costs nearly $18K
per year to attend. It’s located in a middle class, mostly
black neighborhood, although (per greatschools.org)
Sycamore’s student population is just 4% black.
I often think about Sycamore and places like it –
institutions serving a customer base that looks very
different than those living where they are
geographically located. FMC fits into this category too;
we are also a mostly affluent, overwhelmingly white
institution located in a middle class, somewhat
integrated neighborhood. What do we do to
thoughtfully interact with our neighbors? Are we part
of the community or do we hold ourselves separate?
Over the summer, I noticed that Sycamore was putting
in a fence, a tall, wrought-iron affair with heavy posts
every ten feet or so. All I could think of was the
symbolism of the fence and what it was communicating
to the neighborhood: This isn’t your space. Stay out.
Do we have a symbolic fence here at FMC that’s
communicating the same to our neighbors? What fences
do I build, however unintentionally, as I move about
my days? Addie Liechty’s piece on pages 8-9 explores
this beautifully.
We continue our tradition of having the fall issue echo
Spirit and Place’s festival theme. That has kicked off
this weekend; check spiritandplace.org for the event
lineup. This is also the second theme in the year of
“Flow” issues. (Summer was “What We Keep.”) Winter
will be “Together,” and Spring is “Moving On.” If you
have artwork or prose you’d like to share on either of
the upcoming themes, send them to
MennoExpressions@indymenno.org. As usual, we reserve
the right to edit contributions and publish as space and
relevancy to themes allow.
Finally, as we went to print this edition,
the copier broke! If you’d like a color
copy, please email me at the address
above. Thanks for reading! —AS
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Schubert and more
Mary Liechty
Most human beings across the globe
are tribal. We know to whom we
belong. We associate with people
much like ourselves because
that’s where we find comfort.
However, in our day of rapid travel,
global communication connections
and multiculturalism, our tribal
selves can be challenged, our social
skills tested, and our comfort zones
infringed upon. We step cautiously
into new situations, because even
though they challenge us, we know
we need them for our own growth.
Ed and I were invited to the home of
friends for a get together — not a
Friday night happy hour with loud
talking over glasses of beer, but a
somewhat intimate gathering around
the music of Schubert.
Not knowing the expectations, we
arrived early and gradually
discovered, as other guests arrived,
that a diverse group was invited. Not
everyone was sure what they were
entering into. Certainly not everyone
was from MY tribe: female,
heterosexual, Christian, Democrat,
American, straight, white or
Medicare-qualified. And indeed, not
all of us were up on Schubert.
The music was wonderful. Our hosts
(one a pianist, one a physician) had
invited friends of theirs from past
lives to educate and entertain us: a
tenor and another pianist. They
offered us a shared evening of fourhanded piano and short vocal pieces
by Schubert.
They set for us a perfect “table” in
their living room facing the grand
piano, and to this gathering they had
invited an interesting group of about
20 persons from their present
lives. But what about the interaction
around that table? Would we find
commonality with this heterogeneous
group of mostly strangers?
Well, in brief, we all cautiously
jumped in, said hello and just let it
happen before and after the music.

An Inter-continental connection: Jeanne Smucker and Brad Yoder meet
Tilahun and Hiewet Beyne after an Ethiopian dinner at Shalom Mennonite
Church recently. Since the late 1990s, the congregation has contributed more
than $150,000 to Meserete Kristos College in Ethiopia. About ten Ethiopians
have been members at Shalom during this time. Dagne Assefa, a Ethiopian,
pastored the congregation for 24 years.—Dan Hess

And what do you know — we had
a marvelous time with complete
strangers from different disciplines,
different continents, very different
musical experiences and different
world views.
In fact, almost immediately we
started to make connections. What
fun:
“You look familiar. Oh - we worked
in the same hospital.”
“I’m sure I’ve seen you
somewhere…..NIFS!!! Ah yes.”
“You’re studying classical
guitar? Impressive at our age!”
“You went to college in Appleton,
Wisconsin? Did you know Jim
Heiks, my high school friend who
taught music?” “I did! He was one
of my favorite professors!”
“You’ve been to Uganda? I live in
Kampala!”
“What, you’re going to be playing
with Sean Jones for Jazz Fest? Our
son played with him at a function
when they were both just out of
college. We want to come!”

“You’re here from Kenya for a PhD
program? Where is your home in
Kenya? Oh yes, we know it!”
Finding commonalities. Finding
new community.
When we finally arrived home, we
realized that we brought along
homework: to make a promised
contact, to send an address, to
inquire of information a new
acquaintance would appreciate.
We are tribal and that’s ok for a
portion of our lives. But oh, what
delight to venture into intersections
with members of other tribes.
Four adjectives to describe Mary:
Retired, grandma, reader, traveler.
“One intersection
on my mind these
days has been the
intersection
between sickness
and health.
Nothing is
static. Change is
inevitable.”
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Three life intersections as seen in North Central hallways
Kenda Resler Friend
North Central High School is a big place. Almost 4,000
students stream in its doors 180 days a year, representing
45 different nationalities, speaking 50 different
languages, and engaging with the 200+ faculty members.
In a school that large, one might guess there are a lot of
hallway intersections. None looms
larger than the intersection of the
Lower D and K halls (the halls are
in alphabetical order, but don’t be
fooled, there is no “I” hall, even if
upperclassmen try to tell freshman
otherwise).
What analogies about intersections
can we draw between bustling high
school intersections and life? A
recent conversation with our MYF
revealed several.
Move fast
The teens pointed out that the intersection of Lower D
and K halls is very crowded during passing periods, so
you must talk AND walk to get through. If you stop to
chat with someone, you will get “run over.” How many
intersections do we each have in our lives where we feel
we must keep moving to avoid bumps and to keep on
our schedule?
Some intersections are inevitable
It sounds like the D and K halls connect everything at
North Central. One MYFer observed that “you can’t
avoid the stairway intersection; otherwise it just takes
too long.” In a six-minute passing period, every second
counts. What intersections in your life are inevitable—
even if you wish you could avoid them? Does the
inevitable route cause dread, or provide a source of

energy as you move through?
You know the face, not the name.
I asked the kids if they see people they know, or each
other. Klaine sees Avi every day going to choir (having
similar performing arts classes
increases the odds), and Kaden
runs into Klaine in K Hallway and
Lower B.
But for the most part, the teens
observed that they recognize people
by face, but don’t know them. “You
see people and they look familiar,
but it is pretty chaotic.” How many
of us pass the same people at the
grocery store, on a walking path, or
in other everyday aspects of life, yet
don’t know that person’s name? What would happen if
we called that person by their name and had a
conversation beyond “hello?”
While navigating intersections is key to getting to class
on time, they can also be rich sources of interaction –
what intersection today has given you joy?
Kenda spends her work days navigating the intersections of
corporate America, and her evenings working on the many
intersections of being a wife,
mom, daughter, volunteer and
neighbor. A favorite
intersection? “The intersection
of good timing and good luck is
always a great place to find
oneself!”

“When I saw these amazing stained glass
windows, I was struck by the fact that
this beautiful art and worship form is
completely dependent on intersections!
[Full window at left; detail at right.]
“These are from the Church of Saint
Mary of the Rosary in Cong, Ireland. The
Irish stained glass artist Harry Clark
created the windows in 1933. The church
is built within the ruins of the ancient
Cong Abbey dating back to the 1100s.”
—Carol Mullet
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She Runs
Martha Yoder Maust
She runs.
I walk.
Her hair is long and blond and bobs up and down as she runs.
Mine is short and gray and mostly covered by the broad brimmed
turquoise hat I wear to keep the sun off my face.
She holds the leash of a large brown dog that bounds along beside her.
I carry a plastic bag holding the aluminum cans I have picked up to
recycle.
She wears a pink tank top and matching pink shorts.
I wear baggy blue sweatpants and a long-sleeved white T-shirt, slightly
stained.
Her legs are tan and shapely.
Mine have spider veins and are best kept covered.
Her running shoes are pink and look brand new.
My all-purpose shoes are gray and will soon have a hole exposing the
right big toe.
She waves and smiles.
I smile back.

Carol Mullet

The annual Mennonite Economic Development Associates (MEDA) convention will be here in Indianapolis
later this week, coincidentally themed similarly around Intersections. This convergence in our town of many
entrepreneurs, small business owners, and others interested in economic development as a tool to alleviate
poverty prompted us to think of our congregation’s affinity to use abbreviations and acronyms as shorthand
to communicate. How fluent are you in Mennonite institutions and acronyms? A huge thanks to Mary
Liechty for creating this crossword puzzle; answers are on page 7.
Across
1) Mennonite Seminary in the Midwest
that trains pastors and educators
5) Association for support of black or
integrated churches
8) The upcoming conference in Kansas City
9) Group in both Canada and US offering
start-up money for sustainable projects

Down
2) Entirety of Mennonite churches
identifying with the most visible US
Mennonite church base
3) Opportunity for intercultural learning
through Goshen College
4) Group that uplifts and brings awareness
to LGBT issues
6) International service agency to which
individuals might donate consecutive
years of time in this or other countries
7) Group that advises and works to uphold
Anabaptist principles in Mennonite
higher education institutions
8) Group that responds to disasters by
assisting with cleanup and rebuilding
5

An intersection in the night

Dings

Kim Johnson

J. Daniel Hess

On a December day I left home in Fort Worth to
visit my family in Mississippi. Close to Biloxi my
headlights started to dim, so I stopped at a garage.
The attendant refilled my battery and thought that
would take me the rest of the way.
No it didn’t. Out in a rural area, at night, the car lost
power. The generator was shot. What was I to do,
but to get out of the car and walk for help? (This
occurred before we had iPhones.)
About a mile up the road I came to a small house
and knocked. To the man who opened the door I
explained my need for a phone to call a friend who
lived perhaps an hour away. “Come in,” was the
reply.
I made the call and was about to return to the car.
“No way you are going back out into the night. Stay
right here.”
And thereupon the entire family — a daughter, a
son and his girlfriend, father and mother, welcomed
me into their hospitality. Later, when I heard the
mother fussing in the kitchen, preparing a meal, I
got up to excuse myself. “No, you will eat with us. I
have already put a plate out for you.”

Both Remington and Underwood had this
in common: they both dinged near the end
of the line, a warning not to crash the right
margin but rather to begin a new line.
It wasn’t the ding of a horse and hearse,
not the ding of a trolley in its final stop, not
the ding of an elevator going up or down,
but just a reminder to a writer of a gutter
up ahead.
In typing class the dings had a habit of revealing who were the fast learners, or more
more painfully said, some typewriters were
slow to ding.
Later, the sound we heard indicated progress — twelve words to a line, twenty
lines — half way to the final line of a
proffered report.
These days kids write without dings. Fingers or thumbs meander on the keyboard
effortlessly, endlessly, not knowing when
they are well off the page.

Kim Johnson’s employment takes him to the
intersection of life and death. He works in the
Community Health Hospice program. He and
his wife Krystal attend Shalom and have
recently returned from a trip to Morocco.

ANSWERS TO CROSSWORD ON PAGE 5:
Across
1) AMBS
5) AAMA
8) MENNOCON19
9) MEDA
Down
2) MCUSA
3) SST
4) PINKMENNO
6) MCC
7) MEA
8) MDS
Dan Hess
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Intersectionality: a primer
Haley Bastin
How do you define the relationships that you have to
other people? What tools do you use to unpack
differences, to understand perspective and experience?
While reading this next piece, you are invited to employ
the method of “intersectionality” as defined by Kimberlé
Crenshaw, an American civil rights advocate and scholar
of critical race theory. Crenshaw states that
“intersectionality is a metaphor for understanding the
ways that multiple forms of inequality or disadvantage
compound themselves.” This method encourages us to
review (at least) these following categories when
reflecting on our interactions with others: race, sex,
gender, sexual orientation, class, ability/disability,
religion, and age.
If we look at social movements throughout history,
divides have occurred along these lines repeatedly.
During the suffrage movement, a split took place when
leaders were unable to agree if obtaining voting rights
based on race or gender would create the bigger impact.
The prism of intersectionality would encourage leaders
to acknowledge these differences and hold them with
discomfort because “ignoring differences within groups
frequently contributes to tension...” If instead of only
seeing the discrepancy in motive and experience, what
could leaders have done to understand their allies to
remain unified? With intersectionality as a measure of
understanding, what can we do to remain unified now?
Haley is an accredited representative at
Catholic Charities Immigration Legal
Services. When she's not working, she spends
her time nannying and attempting new
knitting patterns. Her favorite intersections
to consider are gender and culture.

Bridging the divides
Addie Liechty
My first offense happened at the Jewish Community
Center in Indianapolis. I was five years old. We had
joined the JCC because my Mennonite family was not
really the country club type and the local swimming/
exercise club had a history of denying membership to
Jewish people and Black folks. My mother being who she
was, did not stand for that because her mother being
who she was, did not stand for that.
So, there I was, attending one of the many summer
programs that the JCC offered, twirling around and
singing my favorite song, “Jesus Loves Me.” One of the
adult leaders caught wind of this and said, “You can’t
sing that here!” I remember stopping in my tracks and
feeling ashamed and confused. I don’t know if the
8

counselor told my mother, or if I did, but I do remember
the conversation that followed. My mother told me that
Jewish people do not share our same belief in Jesus. I
remember her iterating that this belief is good and okay,
just different. She said that when I am in their space, I
can respect their beliefs by not singing Jesus songs.
This became a sort of family lore for some time. “Addie
was singing Jesus Loves Me at the JCC!” (Enter
laughter.) Lately, and in light of our current political
climate, I have been able to find the depth of this
experience and the lessons.
Unless you are a straight, white, Christian, cis-gendered,
middle class/upper class male, you are living in the
crossroads or the intersections. Even if you have all of
these privileged identities, you are still living in this
system. For me, I am a female bodied, Queer, nonbinary, white, middle class, Mennonite. I am living right
up in the middle of all these intersections with identities
of privilege and identities of marginalization.
Immediately following the [2016] election, I felt all the
fragments of my multiple identities and a sensation of
feeling trapped - on an island. I felt rage and anger
towards many white men, cis-white-straight-women and
gay white men. Basically, anyone with more identities of
privilege. I just wanted them to shut up.
Meanwhile, I was feeling guilty, weary and insecure
regarding my own identities of privilege. This, I believe,
was causing me to make offenses left and right or at the
very least creating some leaky boundaries. So, parts of
me were rigid and angry while other parts flimsy and
loose. What a fragmented and dichotomous place to be! I
felt incredibly scattered and was experiencing a lot of
mood swings.
One very odd experience summed it up when I was
trying to find a parking spot. Two white males in a SUV
proceeded to back up more then 30 feet on a busy road.
They did not look in their rearview mirrors and nearly
hit me. I honked and swerved my little compact car
without looking in my rearview mirror and nearly hit an
African-American man on his bicycle. He yelled into my
car window, “What are you doing? F*@&# you!”
Without thinking much I yelled, “I’m sorry! I love you!”
Sigh. We were all moving so fast.
In an age of tweets and outrage, action and reaction and
24-hour news coverage it can be hard to slow down.
There was pressure to know what to do and everyone
seemed to have an idea of what that was; what actions
were wrong and what actions were right.
One night I lay in bed and said out loud, “I don’t know
how to bridge these divides.” I spent the next day
wrapped up in a blanket, depressed and feeling isolated.

Allowing myself to slow down, surrender and say, “I
don’t know” created an opening. I realized that the parts
of me that were feeling flimsy and loose were in need of
self-compassion, while the parts that were ridged, angry
and judgmental were in need of more curiosity.
If you have an identity of privilege, you have made an
offense at some point. For most of us in the liberal camp,
it has more often than not been unconscious. We live in a
country that was founded on divides, on the
displacement and murder of Native people and the
sociopathic ownership of other human beings. It is in our
DNA. One of the best things we can learn how to do is
how to recover from a trespass or an offense. For me, I
have found that self-compassion is essential. Without
this, I am looking to the person or group that I offended
to make me feel better, creating those loose and leaky
boundaries. If there is openness and consent about
processing the offense, I own it and say, “I’m sorry.”
Consent is crucial. It is okay if a marginalized person or
group does not want to process with you and the best
thing to do is provide space. In the space, I will
sometimes light a candle for my continued healing
around my own internalized oppressor identities.
In the past few months, since the election, my approach
towards those with more privileged identities has
softened. I have realized the need that we have for one
another and I have a desire to bridge divides in this
direction as well. It is hard to sit with the hypocrisy of a
liberal white man who claims outrage over Donald
Trump, but then does not seem to listen when women,
people of color, or queer folks speak. At the same time, I
know that I have committed these offenses. I, too, have
been guilty of white-splaining, I’m sure. It is easy for me
to label them as hypocrites and dismiss them. What is
more difficult is holding on to the complexity and even
the innocence of an individual, while still acknowledging
the impact of identity politics at play.
It is in these places of complexity and hypocrisy that I
embrace the story of myself, five years old, at the JCC. It
is true that I needed to learn to respect the space of the
JCC as well as learn the historical and generational
trauma that likely yielded the reaction from the
counselor. I needed to eventually learn about reverence
and respect for different traditions, cultures and
religions. And, at the same time, I was innocent.
Following the election, I believe I lost sight of innocence.
I lost sight of my own and the innocence of others. It is
still a struggle, day in and day out. Some days I have
more patience than others and that is okay. On the days
when I have less patience, it is just a signal that there is
likely a part of me that needs to be tended to before I can
tend to another.
The title of this essay might give false hope that I have

the answer for bridging the divides right now. I do not.
I am not in the business of telling people what to do,
especially in such a difficult time. We are all coming at
this from different places and I believe all lenses have
something to offer. What I would like to do is offer a
story, where I feel like I had a taste of what it might
mean for me to be an ally in the intersections.
On the day of the women’s march, I was traveling on
BART to the march in San Francisco. I had my
headphones on but felt an intuitive nudge that I was
supposed to be engaged externally. Just then, a young
white man began targeting a person who was gendernonconforming, female bodied and a person of color.
He held his hand up like a gun and mimicked shooting
at their head. The targeted person became agitated and
swiped at the young man. At this point, I just heard an
internal voice say “move” and walked toward the
conflict. I did not engage with the perpetrator, but was
able to lock eyes with the targeted person. I stood in
between them and engaged them in a soft smile. At
this point, the young man began uttering all sorts of
homophobic and transphobic slurs. Being that these
were identities that I shared with the targeted person, I
was no longer sure who was being targeted. At this
point, I looked behind me and a cis-gender, white
male, had followed quietly and was offering a layer of
protection for the both of us. The train became silent
and in a most amazing moment, the young man, who I
believe was struggling with mental illness said, “I
don’t know why I just said all that. I’m sorry.” and he
exited the train.
For whatever reason this intervention worked, on this
particular day, at this particular time. There may have
been a million different ways to handle that situation.
For me, I was born into a pacifist religious tradition
and I have never won an arm wrestling match in my
entire life. So, my interventions are probably going to
look much like the one I chose. We all need to listen
for what we are called to do, at this moment in time,
particularly around bridging divides. None of us are
free of or can escape the healing needed internally and
externally. May I, and may we, find moments of grace,
innocence and of course, a fierce commitment to
protect what needs protecting and embrace what needs
embracing.
Addie is an Indianapolis native
and currently lives in Oakland,
CA. Addie is a psychotherapist
in private practice and their
writing interests include
healing, spirituality and issues
regarding social justice.
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Continued from page 1

Finally, what a variety in the
appearance of the roundabouts we
encountered. Quaint and
picturesque, little villages would
often mark their circles with
nothing more than several arrows
tacked to a center
pole. The Irish
town of Dungarvan
designed their
roundabouts so
close together they
resemble a string
of pearls on the
map (see left).

detailed atlas, phone maps and
the GPS, it should have
been easier to venture through
these intersections than it was.
But we were traveling in an
unfamiliar car,
too large for the
roads, in a
country that
requires driving
on the left. Add
to this searching
for nonexistent
restrooms while
being tired and
“The Irish town of Dungarvan
hungry!
designed their roundabouts so In larger towns, care
close together they resemble a might be given to
landscaping the
Ah yes, another
string of pearls on the map.”
centers with colorful
traveling tenet,
flowers
and trees.
with or without
Statues,
fountains, or
children: make
a
small
park
time to stop and
surrounded by roads
enjoy lunch. Some
might mark a
of our best
historic spot or
memories involve
memorable event.
the little pubs and
Waterford in Ireland
lunch spots where
named every circle
we savored a
and had a large
steaming bowl of
plaque marking each
homemade soup
entrance. We
and bread, always
discovered that not
served with
only are these
wonderful local
utilitarian roadways
butter, jam and a
important for
pot of fresh, hot
traveling and safety,
tea! Food and rest are splendid
but they are a way to express
antidotes for frustration when
individuality and beauty. They
plans need adjustment.
remind us that highways,
intersections, and circles can be a
One of the more surprising
memorable part of our wonderful
aspects of maneuvering through
journey through life.
traffic was the complexity of
newly-created intersections. Not
Carol’s list of favorite things “would
only did the larger roundabouts
include travel, especially to historic
have multiple lanes, but
places. Old churches and castles,
occasionally there would be a
blooming window boxes, colorful doors,
traffic signal stopping the flow of
stained glass windows, crackling
vehicles in the middle of the
fireplaces, cobblestone streets; I find
circle. These unexpected red
these all inspiring and beautiful!” A
lights were no doubt meant to
favorite intersection
prevent gridlock, but they added
on her recent trip
another layer of confusion for
“was this flowerus—and another similarity to life
filled roundabout
when unanticipated halts to our
[above] in the
progress appear with little
village of Beer!”
warning.

They Walked Here
Before I Did
Martha Yoder Maust
A Miami woman walked here
before I did,
following the seasons,
hunting and gathering.
A fugitive slave walked here
before I did,
following the North Star,
hoping for a safe haven in
Canada.
A Rebel soldier slept here
before I did,
a prisoner of war at Camp
Morton,
longing for home and peace.
A rich woman lived here
before I did,
in a house on the edge of
town,
with gas lamps and servants.
A poor woman lived here
before I did,
sleeping in a numbered room
with shared bath down the
hall.
Now I live in this restored
house
with running water, electricity,
and computer,
and space for family and
guests.
Another woman will live here
when I am gone.
What will she think about me?
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